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¾ Falcon Gardens,
Edinburgh,
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To the Productivity commission, ,
NIESR,

Wednesday, 13 October 2021

Subject: Evidence submission for ‘ Sizing the productivity problem: International, national, regional and sectoral’
I am the founder of the Innovation & Growth Think-Tank , which started up in Feb 2020, aiming to provide SMEs
and Institutions with Frontier know-how on Innovation & Growth to enable disruptive innovation to be a source of
growth and help scaleup our SMEs – a key weakness that structurally contributes to the UK’s lower productivity
levels. My prior background was in high-tech industry for a Dutch MNC, leading innovation for Asian markets and
scouting differences between European and South East Asian innovations. Intrigued by how the newly emerging
economies countries were outpacing innovation in other economies, I undertook a radical career change, to study
initially Development Economics and thereafter a doctorate in Economics of Innovation, Productivity and Growth,
in order to understand how policies were being developed that could perhaps explain these differences.
Although my work at present is not focussed on the analysis of the productivity conundrum, a significant part of my
doctoral research explored some of the very questions on productivity that the commission aspires to explore. I am
not sure how relevant it is, but perhaps the fact that I tried to bring industry understanding of innovation and
productivity into economic analysis imparts it some value, as it is rooted in crossing the realities on the ground with
theoretical understanding.
In case it is of value, I thought I would provide a short answer here in this letter and should your commission find
this of help – I have referred to the relevant research chapters of my published Thesis ( at Glasgow University),
which provides more in-depth explanations and further references to databases and sources.
So, to answer in short:
The query on the scale of the UK’s productivity problem, and how has this changed since 2008 is best answered by
recognizing that problem is not just a productivity growth drop since 2008, the fact is that UK’s productivity levels
have dropped since 70’s amongst the G7 economies1, seeming to indicate a deeper structural problem. To date ,
most productivity analysis has looked to solve productivity problems through the lens of impaired resource
allocation and reduced investment.
This basically led to two camps of thought : the first one centred on distortions, which hinder capital investment
flows and the consequent impact on skills shortage 2; while the second camp targeted the time lag or slow diffusion
of technology adoption as an explanation for slower resource reallocation 3The core focus remained on identifying
constraints or distortions in credit and labour market - the removal or reduction of which could encourage resource
reallocation. However, an analysis of the underlying structures that channel these resources was missing.
My research4 focussed on analyzing the impact of firm- structures on productivity, as firms have long been
recognized by Schumpeter5 as the structural vehicle of resource allocation – both for skills and investment.
Specifically of importance, as UK’s large firm density started to drop since ‘70s6, similar time as the start of the
drop of UK’s productivity. Although my research was across EU economies, the analysis revealed that indeed firm
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structures do impact productivity and in particular, large firm share in the economy. While there has been prior
research to show that moving resources to higher productive firms increases a sectors productivity 7, there was no
prior research to demonstrate that the type of firm structures, in particular, large firm structures influence country
level productivity. Without wishing to overestimate my contribution, I do believe that looking at the importance of
the types of firm structures in our landscape and their share in the economy is of deep relevance. There is no silver
bullet, but a more holistic approach that looks structurally would complement current focus on impediments to
resource allocation and hopefully yield better solutions.
My research did not delve deeper, but there is well documented research8 that while generally smaller firms are
nimble innovators, larger firms have the deeper pockets for R&D & skills development to maximize returns from
innovations and channel resources. ECB corroborated similar findings , finding large firms have x330 higher valued
added than SMEs9 , while BEIS figures reflect large firm turnovers to be roughly x 600 larger than SMEs (BEIS,
2020). This is however a generalization, there are particular sectors where SMEs may have higher productivity 10.
To place the UKs’ large firm-share in perspective to other economies, it is noteworthy that UK’s share of large firm
density is roughly a factor 6-7 lower than the US large firm density as a share of GDP11. More so, our firms don’t
last the distance as reflected by OECD research12 . This is practically evident in the large number of innovative UK
SMEs seen to be potential tech-giants, that seem to sell up despite access to finance and skilled people. So
impediments to resource allocation does not provide the answer to many a failure to grow in practice.
My research into this scaleup problem 13 is what led to our current Think-tank. Based on both my research and my
own understanding of innovation and firm growth, having worked in Europe and South East Asia – I believe a part
of the problem lies in lack of disruptive innovation process and organization know-how , but also a deeper
connection of the triangular relationship between industry, academia and policy makers14 .
One more point, which may be of help – investigating beyond Porters agglomeration theory, research has shown
that geographic proximity and customer proximity were not significant when assessing innovative firms using
concepts of National Innovation systems and growth theories 15. Intra-firm connections based on people who have
moved around seemed to explain the linkages better for innovative firms, in contrast to supplier-client networks.
I hope this is of help, I am happy to explain further if needed or share any of our work with the Productivity
commission, should it be of help. If needed I may be able to participate in limited research, although that would be
very limited as I am really stretched with our Think-tank work at present.
Wishing the Productivity commission and NIESR the best for this initiative,
Best
Dr Nasira Bradley,
Founder and MD,
Innovation & Growth Think-tank Limited
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